PreStride™ demonstrates stance control's capability and FullStride delivers it to the patient

The formula for success in the application of a Stance Control Orthosis (SCO) is tied to a thorough assessment of the patient. The PreStride stance control assessment orthosis allows the orthotist to evaluate their patients in various component configurations to determine the optimal setup before fabricating the definitive FullStride SCO.

The Power Couple: Your formula for success with Stance Control

Characteristics of Successful SCO Candidates:
- Patients who demonstrate lack of knee stability in single limb stance
- Patients who no longer demonstrate safe gait with a ground reaction AFO
- Patients who require improved gait stability for occupational/environmental needs
- Patients with a history of stumbling, falling or fatigue who require stability to improve confidence
- KAFO patients who desire improved function

Call our Stance Control Coordinator, Lori Costanzo, to learn more.